Challenging Perspectives
Changing Lives
160 platforms
More than 100 certified facilitators
High Ropes Facilitators all certified by the European Ropes Course Association

Real-life challenges show that sustainable success in any organization cannot solely rely on a visionary leader, but it is rather the strong teams which believe in the ‘Power of unity’ that actually make it happen!

Being an innovator in the field of Human Resource Development, ‘Quest’ is excited to introduce brand new high-impact platforms that can turn businesses around and notch up their performance.

Quest has partnered with a pioneer in Team Development from the UK, ABAMI. ABAMI has delivered 1000s of programs to 100,000+ participants across the region as it is best known for its unique Experiential Learning Solutions and Activity-based team & leadership development programs.

The result of the QUEST & ABAMI collaboration is ‘QUEST Active’!

With its 160 platforms and over 100 highly qualified and certified facilitators, QUEST Active is sure to challenge Leaders and Teams Perspectives and change their lives.
Corporate Values are the principles that guide an organization’s internal conduct as well as its relationship with the external world. Our team development program is designed to help employees understand the importance of living organizational values. We will create an environment for employees to express their understanding of the values and enhance behaviors by which values are lived by all employees all the time.
Effective Team Performance concepts are best communicated when the participants are involved in learning activities that reveal their natural selves and which are then reviewed and discussed. Retention of knowledge and skills are at their best through this methodology as participants ‘LEARN BY DOING’.

The Quest Active High Performance Teams portfolio of solutions builds a journey of commitment, engagement, discovery and development, tailored to suit the needs of your team, exploring topics and themes such as:

- Understanding the Team and ‘Group dynamics’
- Aligning the team towards organizational goals.
- Self & team awareness.
- Dealing with team dysfunctions.
- Exploring and Building trust.
- Accepting Conflict.
- Embracing accountability & Focusing on results.
- Leading the team to reach high performance.

Our blend of Activity Based Experiential Techniques and sharing of the concepts and Science Behind them, create a Truly Memorable Learning Experience for Teams.
Our experiential Leadership Retreat & programs provide a platform for leaders to reflect on and re-assess their strategies, as well as develop new ideas & initiatives to improve themselves and their organizations.

Desired outcome:

- Discover oneself and understand one’s own behavior and how to build flexibility around one’s natural preference.
- Develop an ‘Outside-In’ SWOT to improve oneself and one’s organization leading to a transformation exercise to reach the most appropriate strategy.
- Facilitate strategic discussions, plans and directions for leadership teams.
- Review on the past performance, reassess the current business scenario, create action plans and agree on key directions.
- Attempt activities and challenges that bring the team closer in thoughts, actions and commitments.
- Vision, Mission, and Values development and alignment.
- Develop strategies, action plans and lead people through them.

** The retreat is normally carried along 2 to 3 days
Energize, engage and inspire your team with our highly customized and interactive range of corporate event solutions.

Capitalizing on over 15 years of experience in the region, our experienced & enthusiastic team fully designs, plans, and manages your corporate events and create memorable experiences for your teams.

Desired outcome:
• Energize, engage, and inspire your team
• Celebrate and have heaps of fun
• Encourage healthy competition
• Enhance team communication and motivation
Quest Active Adventure Center

Our Quest Active Adventure Centre is a beautiful retreat in Sakkara Country Club near the Western desert, which is designed for delivering effective team building and personal improvement events.

Through experiencing the most daring challenges, team members can explore their capabilities, confront their utmost fears, and watch how being a part of a team can change one’s perspective for good.

The High challenges include:
- Climbing a wall
- Riding zip wires
- A leap of faith from 12 meters
- Other customized platforms

Our adventure centre is a safe environment for a challenging adventurous journey of growth. Both the High Challenges platforms and facilitators are certified by the European Ropes Course Association (ERCA) to ensure you’re always in safe hands.

You can also enjoy an experience of a lifetime @ ABAMI Ignite Adventure Centers in:
- Dubai
- Abu Dhabi